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Abstract: Geographical indication (GI) offers a unique protection scheme to preserve high-quality
agricultural products and support rural sustainability at the territorial level. However, not all the areas
with traditional agricultural products are acknowledged with a GI. Quantifying the contribution of
each factor to geographical indication agricultural products (GIAPs) can facilitate the formulation of
effective policies to improve rural livelihoods. In this study, the random forest (RF) model was applied
to investigate the contribution of multi-perspective factors, including nature, society, agriculture
and market, on the distribution of GIAPs, and examined the driving causes using interpretable
approaches. The empirical findings demonstrate that the RF model is able to accurately capture
most of the important factors characterizing GIAPs and to make out-of-sample predictions of the
study units which obtain GIs. This study revealed that natural conditions and market demand were
contributing aspects to the disparity of GIAPs in Northeast China. The order of determinants was the
category of online GIAPs (CatOn) > the number of online GIAPs (NumOn) > the area of black soil
(BlaSoil) > the distance to offline stores selling GIAPs (DisOff ). Of these, GIAPs was lower than ybase

in parts of districts of Jilin and Heilongjiang Provinces when the area of black soil (BlaSoil) gradually
increased. When the category and number of online GIAPs (CatOn and NumOn) were less than
20 and 5, respectively, GIAPs were enhanced, especially for 40% of the districts in Liaoning Province.
Deepening understanding of GIAPs helps to better target and tailor sustainable development policies.

Keywords: geographical indication agricultural products; spatial distribution; machine learning;
interpretability; sustainable development goals (SDGs)

1. Introduction

In the effort to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the inter-
national community’s 2030 Agenda, rural revitalization has been a growing concern in
many parts of the world where new initiatives to improve local agriculture and the rural
economy have emerged in a contextual heterogeneity by different states, corporate actors,
and grassroots movements [1,2]. As a means to improve the rural economy, geographical
indications (GIs) contribute to the sustainability of production systems and local devel-
opment by fostering a sense of territorial distinctiveness [3]. Furthermore, traditional
culture will be passed on, local resources will be protected, and the conditions to ensure
that farmers benefit will also be provided [4]. GIs certify that a product originates from
a distinct geographical area and derives, from its geographical origin, a specific quality,
which primarily reflects a long and unique journey of interaction and co-evolution between
cultural practices, know-how, and the natural environment [5], thereby enticing consumers
and producers with territorial distinctiveness.
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Geographical indication agricultural products (GIAPs) have assumed the status of
a development tool, particularly in rural sustainability. With references to economic and
social sustainability, GIAPs are related to the preservation of natural resources and the
ecological environment as parts of local capital [6,7]. Namely, producers attach greater
significance to local resources, landscapes, and biodiversity in order to guarantee the
environmental conditions for cultivation and processing [5,8,9]. For consumers, GIs provide
information about where and how an agricultural product is grown, to stimulate consumers’
willingness to pay for it on the market [10,11], thereby increasing consumer welfare [12].
The emergence of GI in rural regions creates niche markets for traditional local products
and raises the rural cost–benefit ratio [8,13]. Additionally, GI is linked to local attractions,
among other things. Therefore, GIAPs can be considered to be both the outcome and the
maintainers of their own sustainable development [14].

The legal framework for GIs is the most well-known tool for protecting the identity of
site-specific food products, such as Protected Designations of Origin (PDOs) and Protected
Geographical Indications (PGIs) in the European Union (EU); Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), within the scope of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) [5,15]; and the Regulations on the Protection of Geographical Indication Products
and the China–EU Geographical Indications Agreement in China [16]. The uniformity of
rules and procedures at the national level grants potentially equal access to the opportunity
to all farmers, regardless of their nationality and/or location. Nonetheless, there are
significant regional differences in the usage of GI labels to protect and value local products.
Some European countries have some world-famous examples of products that, like port
wine from Portugal, olive oil, or cheese from Spain, have a long tradition of protection.
Nevertheless, a number of long-established agricultural products in China, such as tea and
Chinese herbs, have not received the visibility they deserve. GI is a good means to promote
rural sustainability, but its development is still in its infancy and neither the ecological
nor economic values have been fully exploited in China. Moreover, the use of GI varies
among geographical zones. GIAPs in East China account for over 26% of the national
total of GIAPs. Conversely, GIAPs in Northeast China account for 8.47% of the national
total, despite its good ecological environment and diverse topography, making it suitable
for GIAPs to diversify. Due to China’s vast size and diversity, it must be accepted that
there are peculiarities in each region’s growth. The study of GIAPs at a geographical level
must still be based on the actual situation. Numerous studies have focused on GIs in an
effort to elucidate food traceability from a food science perspective, cultural protection
from an intellectual property perspective, or a regulatory policy perspective. These studies
have discussed their pattern, implementation, and the interaction generated between the
development of GIAPs and contextual factors. To date, it is rare to consider the rationale
for GI development from a geographical perspective. Furthermore, the majority of this
literature consists of case studies that concentrate on one or a few GIAPs, or a certain
factor in relation to GI use [9,17,18]. In this way, the actual relation between the factor and
the registration of GIAPs might be biased, because the role of other factors is completely
disregarded, and the results have low external validity. Then, previous relevant studies had
limitations and were unable to deeply interpret the specific influencing process. In addition,
some emerging economic geographical phenomena, such as livestreaming e-commerce
and a fan economy with instant interaction and immersive experience, have stimulated
consumers’ emotions for purchasing products [19,20], but there has been little research on
the effect of these new commerce patterns on agricultural products, particularly on GIAPs.
Therefore, it is crucial to explore at a geographical level what contextual determinants will
enhance or limit the prospects of GIAPs, so as to shape the branding of internationally
recognized agricultural products.

Given this brief contextualization, this article aims to understand what the determi-
nants are that are linked to GIs through an interpretable approach from a machine learning
(ML) perspective (Figure 1). We depicted the spatial pattern of GIAPs in Northeast China,
then selected twenty potential factors from the perspectives of natural condition, socioeco-
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nomic status, agricultural foundation, and market demand to interpret the spatial pattern of
GIAPs (the dependent variable). For the purpose of obtaining the best result, we compared
the performance of four ML models, linear regression (LR), decision tree (DT), K-nearest
neighbors (KNN), and random forest (RF) algorithms, of which RF was selected for its
optimal performance and the importance of the factors was ranked as a result. To resolve
the issue of poor interpretability, interpretable ML was utilized to reinforce the model’s
performance and reveal the determinants that will enhance or limit local GIAPs through
PDP/ICE plots and SHAP values. Aiming to further stimulate GI use, the policy maker
would need to find appropriate means in accordance with the determinants.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the overall methodology. In 2. Choosing a ML algorithm, the red dots in the
first row are features, which are continuously divided into two categories (red dots and gray dots)
according to the feature value until they can no longer be divided (green dots).

In the next section we briefly review the literature related to the progress of GI de-
terminants and methods. Section 3 details the data and illustrates the methodology for
the influence effect on GI use, applying interpretability from an ML perspective. To our
knowledge, to date, this method has never been used to interpret the relation in agricultural
geography studies, so that its application in a different context constitutes an innovative
feature of the present study. Results are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 draws the
discussion toward exploring their policy implications. Section 6 concludes.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Do GIAPs Have Development Prospects in Northeast China?

After nearly 20 years of development, a certain number of GIAPs have been suc-
cessfully applied for in Northeast China, which varies by regions due to local resource
endowment and agricultural development. Of these, Heilongjiang ranks first in the number
of GIAPs, accounting for 57% of the total in Northeast China, while Liaoning and Jilin
provinces have fewer GIAPs with uneven spatial distribution. As the most famous GIAP
in Northeast China, Wuchang rice is also one of the first agricultural products to be cer-
tified as GIAP. Additionally, the honey of the Raohe Northeast black bee, Jilin Changbai
Mountain ginseng, Liaozhong roses, Panjin rice, and 21 other agricultural products are not
only GIAPs, but also go to the international market through the China-EU Geographical
Indications Agreement [21].
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These GIAPs perfectly avoid some common problems faced by traditional agricultural
products, such as uneven quality, a single sales channel, an unsound logistics system,
and poor brand awareness. These GIAPs have achieved high quality and good price [22],
so consumers are usually willing to pay a higher price for their quality and brand. For
example, the brand premium of Wuchang rice has grown over 100%, with a brand value of
71.31 billion yuan, ranking No. 4 in the top 100 GIAPs list, and No. 1 in the rice category of
GIAPs for eight consecutive years [23]. Not only that, these agricultural products also ride
the wave of the digital economy to revitalize the rural area. Based on the economic laws of
the interconnection and mutual promotion of “business” and “agriculture”, the concept of
“digital economy revitalizes rural China” is that digital technology and data elements can
empower rural business [24]. Through the construction of e-commerce bases, gathering
resources such as sources of goods, brands, talents, and supporting services, GIAPs in some
areas have sold well, for example, in Raohe County, Heilongjiang Province, e-commerce
sales have exceeded 260 million yuan in 2022 [23].

The above information shows that the GIAPs in Northeast China have good prospects
and can facilitate local rural revitalization. However, many regions have not yet been
certified as a GI, despite having high-quality agricultural products, so it is essential to
explore what factors will influence the development of GIAPs.

2.2. What Factor Will Enhance or Constrain the Development of GIAPs?

The idea that GIs constitute a real development opportunity for rural and agricultural
areas is now endorsed by scholars and practitioners [25]. However, not all agricultural
products will obtain a GI, and what factors could influence the acknowledgment of GIAPs
has been the focus of a significant group of studies [26]. Therefore, we proposed four
groups of factors to explain the spatial pattern of GIAPs: natural condition, socioeconomic
status, agricultural foundation, and market demand.

As a distinct geographical area of one agricultural product, it is inevitable that the label of
GIAPs is influenced by local natural conditions, including climate, soil, landscape and so on.
For example, climate is thought to play a role in citrus fruits with a GI [18]. However, the effect
of climate, as well as those of other environmental factors, may be difficult to disentangle,
especially when the study objective moves from certain case to a broader scale. Therefore, the
influence of environmental factors on GIAPs remains to be investigated.

Socioeconomic impacts are particularly important to ensuring the viability of the
GIs and to attracting investment from capitalists, which includes economy and culture.
Some studies emphasize that local finance and agricultural inputs facilitated the devel-
opment of the GI [27,28], while the reverse effect was not always immediately apparent.
Culture encompasses two aspects, one is the local understanding of agriculture, which
seems to be different in some regions. In Northern Europe, agriculture is more associated
with the industrial concepts of productivity, efficiency, and innovation, as it is seen mainly
as a process for producing food commodities. Conversely, in Southern Europe, farming is
not just a matter of producing food, rather it is an activity closely linked to territory and tra-
dition. Thus, food production is lifted to a cultural level of enjoyment [29,30]. This cultural
difference leads directly to the awareness of the producers of agricultural products—the
farmers—about applying for GI. The other aspect is whether the agricultural product has a
cultural connotation [14,31], and culturally minded consumers often pay for the cultural
or historical value behind an agricultural product. In addition, traffic and transportation
also cannot be ignored, as they serve as a gateway for agricultural products to move from
the farm to the table, and reflect the ease of access to external activities near the origin of
agricultural products.

As the source of origin of agricultural products, rural areas usually arouse experts’
interest in the agricultural foundation. In general, a variation in acreage can have an impact
on crop yield, and thus influence GI use. However, the focus on GIAPs is more or less
important, after all, agricultural products with GI certification are just a fraction of all
agricultural products. The development model of “cooperatives/Leading enterprises +
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farmer + Plantation Bases” has gradually spread to the farmers. Generally, farmers who
join cooperatives signed a pre-acquisition contract. When crops mature, farmers sell the
primary product that meets the standard to cooperatives or enterprises at the price in the
contract [32–34]. So GIAPs are grown and targeted by enterprises under contract with
farmers, meaning that the relationship between acreage area and GIAP yield is market
or enterprise driven. Then, rural size and energy consumed, in a way, may be related to
the production process of agricultural products, which needs to be analyzed specifically
according to the study of subject and scale. In addition to this, many agricultural products
do not receive GIs because farmers know little about how to obtain them—due to the
information gap and low digitization, rather than because the agricultural product itself
does not meet admission requirements. The digital index is, in a way, the ability to accept
innovation. When the concept of GI appears in a particular village, it may be more easily
accepted by the locals in villages with a high digitalization, and move faster to consumers
or investors [35].

Another important consideration is market demand. If farmers want greater eco-
nomic benefits, this can start by expanding the agriculture market. From the consumer’s
perspective, quality is better guaranteed if it is produced and processed by a specialized
enterprise, and it will also be more popular with consumers [36,37]. Thus, the participation
of enterprises is related to the development of the GI. Also, the destination of agricul-
tural product—the consumer’s table—is theoretically related to GI use. Ideas from central
place theory are routinely extended so that the distance between the origin of the agricul-
tural product and population centers of consumers influences famers’ profitability [38].
In other words, the change in physical threshold distance influences the famers’ profitability.
In addition to offline sales, online sales also facilitate GI use [39]. Based on certain e-commerce
interaction platforms such as Taobao, JD and Jindo, Temu and TikTok, rural e-commerce short-
ens the gap between urban and rural areas and enables the interaction and transformation of
elements such as population, capital, information, commodities, and knowledge.

In addition to the above factors we just described, also factors related to the govern-
ment, to participation mode, or the farmers’ characteristics, may influence the implemen-
tation of GI schemes. For sample, the government may provide useful assistance during
the registration process, they can stimulate cooperative behavior [40,41], or they can help
in the mediation between different actors [42]. However, when the role of institutions
deviates from their assistance position to force top-down GI registrations, poor results may
be obtained in terms of local actors’ involvement [43,44]. Some studies have also found that
the farmers’ participation mode, the famer’s age, and their education level are related to
GI use [34,45]. Another aspect is that some authors found a positive relationship between
tourism and the use of GI labels in rural areas [44,46].

2.3. How to Interpret the Relationship between Factors and the Development of GIAPs?

Exploring the effect of factors on a dependent variable (e.g., the development of local
GIAPs) is not a new problem, and the previous literature on this subject has proposed
various methods. Traditionally, linear regression is often used to evaluate relationships,
however, which limits it ability to model complex nonlinear relationships. In addition, it
may not be able to address spatial effects well, including spatial autocorrelation and spatial
heterogeneity. To solve the above problems, standard econometric models, such as panel
regression [27], panel vector auto regression [28], and the spatial Durbin model [47], have
been gradually introduced to quantify the impact of various factors on the development of
GIAPs. A proprietary model has also been designed specifically to measure the effect of
every factor [30]. In addition, the geographically weighted regression (GWR) [48] model
and GeoDector [49] also are suitable choices to reveal interaction between local factors and
GI use. These empirical statistical models rely heavily on prior knowledge and thus are
rarely used to evaluate the influence factors of GIAPs, although they are easy to implement
and explain.
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ML is still relatively new to human geography, although it has been effectively used in
many areas, involving agricultural land use [50] and land price cases [51].
However, there are few reports on the use of ML for GI prediction. In particular, there
is a lack of empirical studies interpreting the spatial pattern of GI use through ML and
analyzing the effect process of various potential determinants. ML presents significant
advantages over the traditional statistical methods described above. First, statistical models
generally make strict assumptions on the data distribution, and ML has no such require-
ments [52]. Second, ML can effectively capture high-order nonlinear interactions between
various types of data by simply building a black box model, so they have better calculation
capabilities than traditional statistical models. More importantly, interpretable ML has
been developed to reveal physical mechanisms from black box models that might previ-
ously be unnoticeable to researchers. With advanced features, interpretable ML converts
black box models to glass box (transparent) models, exposing the underlying reasoning.
These interpretable models elucidate how the ML model provides their explanations, re-
vealing factor importance and dependency. Undoubtedly, interpretable ML is a suitable
tool for exploring GIAPs. Based on this, this article compared four different ML algorithms,
and selected the most appropriate one to explain the spatial pattern of GIAPs. To improve
the performance of the proposed model as well as to evaluate properly the influence of
input factors on GI, PDP/ICE plots and the SHAP method were used. Therefore, it can be
said that it is a novel study to fill a gap in the literature and practice in the current study of
GIAPs using the interpretable ML approach.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Study Area and Data Source

We selected Northeast China for 3 reasons. First, this region is home to China’s largest
plain, covering Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang Provinces from the south to the north.
As one of China’s major grain-producing regions, Northeast China not only has mostly
fertile black soil suitable for crops [53], but is also rich in forests, minerals, and other
resources, providing farmers with more livelihood options [54]. But in fact, to some extent,
the accumulation of general food crops may not be able to satisfy the demand of other
farmers in some regions and weaken resource advantages. In some regions, faced with
arable land and mountain treasures, the main livelihood strategy for poor rural households
is subsidies, followed by agriculture [55]. That is to say, those reliant on a single natural
resource and farmers specializing in food crop production are more likely to fall into a
poverty dilemma. Therefore, a traditional planting structure needs to be adjusted, which
is the second reason to select Northeast China. Last but not least, a large number of food
crops are grown in the Northeast, but their economic benefit of specialized production is
lower than that of cash crops. Crops can be certified by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Affairs with their quality and cultural strengths, thus enhancing the economic value
and improving local development. Therefore, Northeast China was selected as the study
area, and Figure 2 shows the distribution of 293 GIAPs in Northeast China.

We aim to explore the spatial pattern of GIAPs and the influence of four groups of
factors, including natural conditions, socioeconomic status, agricultural foundation, and
market demand. Referring to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs of the People’s
Republic of China (http://www.moa.gov.cn/, accessed on 15 January 2023) and the Na-
tional GI Agricultural Products Information Query System (http://www.anluyun.com/,
accessed on 15 January 2023), we vectorized the extent of all GIAPs in the study area, so
as to count GIAPs in each district or county. Then, 20 factors that may influence the spatial
pattern of GIAPs were selected, these being: black soil data from the global change research
data publishing and repository (https://www.geodoi.ac.cn/, accessed on 10 March 2023);
precipitation, temperature, sunshine, ecological service value, nighttime light, and ba-
sic geographic information data from resource and environment science and data center
(https://www.resdc.cn/Default.aspx, accessed on 10 March 2023); value-added of primary
industry, number of agricultural employees, road density, rural electricity consumption

http://www.moa.gov.cn/
http://www.anluyun.com/
https://www.geodoi.ac.cn/
https://www.resdc.cn/Default.aspx
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and population data from local statistics bureau; rural land, road and cropland acreage
data from the third national land survey (https://gtdc.mnr.gov.cn/, accessed on 12 March
2023); county digital rural index data from the institute for new rural development of
Peking University (http://www.ccap.pku.edu.cn/nrdi/, accessed on 12 March 2023); en-
terprises using special GI data from the China national intellectual property administration
(https://www.cnipa.gov.cn/, accessed on 12 March 2023); offline retail point data from
Autonavi Open platform (https://lbs.amap.com/, accessed on 12 March 2023); online
sale data from Chanmama data platform (https://www.chanmama.com/, accessed on
15 March 2023), and specific information is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The predictive factors used to drive ML models and their specifications.

Group Factor Illustrate

Natural conditions

BlaSoil Area of typical black soil region in each district (km2)
Pre Mean precipitation in each district (mm)
Tem Mean temperature in each district (◦C)
Sun Mean sunshine duration in each district (h)

EcoSer Ecological service value in each district (10,000 yuan/km2)

Socioeconomic status

PriGDP Value-added of primary industry in each district (10 million yuan)
AgrEm Number of agricultural employees in each district

RoadDens Ratio of road length to area in each district (km/km2)
NTL Mean nighttime light in each district (W/m2·sr·µm)

Agricultural foundation

RurLand Rural land area in each district (100 km2)
RurRoad Rural road area in each district (100 km2)
Cropland Cropland acreage in each district (100 km2)
RurElect Rural electricity consumption in each district (10,000 kW·h)
RurPop Rural population in each district
RurDig County digital rural Index (%)

Market demand

NumEn Number of enterprises using special GI in each district
NumOff Number of offline markets in each district
DisOff Distance of offline markets in each district (km)

NumOn Number of online agricultural product in each district
CatOn Category of online agricultural product in each districtISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2023, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 20 
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3.2. Methodology
3.2.1. Machine Learning Model Selection

To analyze what factors/variables (in the ML field, the factor usually is named the vari-
able) have influence on the development of GIAPs, LR, DT, KNN, and RF algorithms were
modeled using the above selected variables. Comparatively, RF possessed comprehensively
better performance over the LR, DT, KNN algorithms (Figure 3).
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RF is a representative bagging integration algorithm consisting of decision trees as base
evaluators, which was proposed in 2001 to solve classification and regression problems [56].
The central idea of RF is to construct multiple independent evaluators and then average or
majority vote on their predictions to determine the outcome of the integrated evaluator results.
Compared with other ML models, the advantages of RF are that it is (1) easy to understand its
principle of decision trees for beginner researchers; (2) it is multi-functional, as it can be used
for both regression and classification tasks that contain high-dimensional data and non-linear
effects between variables; (3) it has a built-in mechanism that can initially rank the importance
of predictors to help researchers gain insight into result. This non-parametric ML algorithm
consists of an ensemble of decision trees that predict the outcome, measure, and repeat this
step many times, ultimately resulting in a forest of trees. In this study, the evaluated level of
GIAPs by each decision tree was obtained for every sample.

In order to choose the optimal parameter settings, we divided the dataset into a ran-
dom 80% training and 20% testing set with a similar proportion of GIAPs in both sets using
stratified sampling. Among the RF model parameters, the number of trees (n_estimators)
and the number of randomly selected node-split feature variables (max_features) are two
important custom parameters that can determine the predictive power of the model. In the
study, the value of n_estimators was taken as 60, 100, 120, 200, 300, 400, and 500, which as
they become larger, the fitting ability becomes stronger, but it also tends to cause overfitting.
The value of max_features is taken as 3, 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, and 40. The combination of
parameter settings that produced the optimal performance on the training set with a grid
search and 8-fold cross-validation was selected as the optimal parameter, which can ensure
the resulting search solution is the global optimal solution in the delimited grid. RF and
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all associated functions used in this study were carried out on the Python programming
language using the scikit-learn module.

3.2.2. Model Evaluation

Three evaluation metrics were employed to evaluate the regression performance of
selected and optimized models: the determination coefficient (R2), mean absolute error
(MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) [57]. The equations are as follows:

R2 = 1− ∑N
i=1(yi − ŷi)

2

∑N
i=1(yi − y)2 (1)

MAE =
1
N ∑N

i=1|yi − ŷi| (2)

RMSE =

√
1
N ∑N

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2 (3)

where N represents the total number of samples (i.e., dependent variable). yi is the observed
value of the samples in every district or county, ŷi is the predicted value, and y is the average
of the observed value.

3.2.3. Effect of Variables Evaluation

As an ML model, RF can be used to identify variables and rank importance.
However, the black box model makes it hard to further reveal the qualitative relation-
ships, which hinders the understanding of the complex mechanism behind its accurate
results [58]. The PDP/ICE plots can illustrate whether the relationship between dependent
and independent variables is linear, monotonic, or more complex, while the SHAP method
can be interpreted globally or locally for a dataset, to clarify the logic of processing the
problem and the way each variable influences the dependent variable within the RF model.
In this article, the global variable importance of the RF model was listed as the overall contri-
bution of factors, and then PDP/ICE and SHAP approaches were used to open the black box
model to clarify the complex mechanism and improve the interpretability of the model.

(1) Ranking variable importance.

One of the primary outcomes of RF is the variable importance ranking, which can
be used to investigate and identify associations between variables and the outcome [56].
We obtained the variable importance ranking by taking the optimal parameter settings and
fitting an RF on the entire dataset [59]. In this study, we assess the importance of potential
variables acting on the spatial pattern of GIAPs in every district or county, expressed as:

impm =
1

ntree ∑v∈SXm
Gain(Xm, v) (4)

where impm is the relative variable importance, which represents the contribution of the
variable to the RF model (%), and the sum of impm is 1; Xm are the independent variables,
and m = 1, 2, . . . , 20; SXm is the set of nodes split by Xm in the RF of ntree; Gain(Xm, v)
is the Gini information gain of Xm at split node v, which is used to select the predictor
variable that can obtain the maximum information gain.

(2) Partial Dependence Plot and Individual Conditional Expectation Plot (PDP/ICE).

To visualize this relationship and the mechanism of the variable on GIAPs, PDP/ICE
plots were produced. PDP plots illustrate how the outcome changes on average when the
variable is changed and while all other variables are kept constant at original values [60].
PDP emphasizes average effects, meaning that it looks at the whole rather than individual
samples. However, it may obscure the variable interactions and heterogeneity shown
only on some samples. ICE eliminates the influence of non-uniform effects and visualizes
how the forecasting of the sample changes when the variable changes so that individual
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differences can be better observed [61]. In this study, both PDP and ICE plots were plotted
together to better observe the average effect and individual sample variation, which are
defined as:

f̂xS(xS) = ExC

[
f̂ (xS, xC)

]
=
∫

f̂ (xS, xC)dP(xC) =
1
N ∑N

i=1 f (xS, xi,C) (5)

f̂i,xS(xS) = f (xS, xi,C) (6)

where f̂ (∗) is the RF model; xS is the set containing one variable S; and xC is the set of other
variables, xi,C is the set of variables in sample i; xS and xC constitute the total variables.

(3) Shapley Additive Explanation (SHAP) Method.

The SHAP algorithm utilizes the idea of cooperative game theory to achieve explana-
tions by evaluating the contributions made by each player, that is, the relationship between
each independent variable and each dependent variable can be calculated by the SHAP
value [62]. The SHAP value is the dependent value generated for each dependent sample
model when all variables are considered as contributors, and is the value assigned to each
variable in that sample. The SHAP provides two aspects of model’s interpretability [63]:
The first one is global interpretability—it provides the collective SHAP values that show the
contribution and direction of each independent variable to every sample. The second aspect
is local interpretability—it displays the set of SHAP values corresponding to a sample,
which greatly increases the transparency of the ML model. In this study, we applied global
interpretability to explore the effect of each variable, and the SHAP algorithm is as follows:

f (xi) = ∅0( f , x) + ∑M
j=1 ∅j( f , xi) (7)

where f (xi) is the dependent variable generated for each sample (xi) with M variables.
∅0( f , x) is the base value representing the expected value of RF model output over the
dataset. ∅j( f , xi) is the SHAP value of the impact of the variable j in the sample (xi) on the
predicted outcome of the sample.

Further, ∅j( f , xi) represents the SHAP value of each variable in each sample, which is
a weighted average over all possible combinations of variable subsets.

∅j( f , x) = ∑s∈{X1,X2,...,Xm}/Xj

|S|(M− |S| − 1)!
M!

(
fx
(
S ∪

{
Xj
})
− fx(S)

)
(8)

where ∅j( f , x) is the SHAP value of variable (Xj). S is a subset of the variables used in the
model. |S| is the number of non-zero entries in S. fx(S) is the predicted value of subset S.

4. Results
4.1. Spatiotemporal Co-Evolution of GIAPs: From Monocentric to Polycentric

Figure 4 presents the spatiotemporal co-evolution of the observed GIAPs in different
periods. In general, the spatial structure of GIAPs in 2010 showed a clear monocentric
pattern located on the Songnen Plain, where agricultural products were mainly fruit and
vegetables. Compared with the situation in 2015, the high-value area of GIAPs expanded
around the original area, and three high-value islands were formed in the Liaodong Bay and
the Changbai Mountain Range, with additional agricultural products such as grain, meat,
and fish enriching the regional output. By 2020, GIAPs formed an interlinked polycentric
structure. Geographically, most cities in Liaoning Province were rich in agricultural prod-
ucts, with inland cities having well-developed livestock and planting industries, and coastal
cities being rich in aquatic products. Jilin Province had the lowest value of GIAPs, mainly
in planting, but in some areas there were no GIAPs at all. Heilongjiang Province’s GIAPs
were mainly concentrated near the plains and mountains and contain many crops with
medicinal value in addition to grains, fruit, and vegetables. Excitingly, our results show
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that, the locals in Northeast China have become more aware of labelling or diversifying
their agricultural products.
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4.2. Interpreting the Effect of Determinants on GIAPs
4.2.1. Quantifying the Importance of Factors

The following Figure 5 presents how high each factor is in terms of its influence on
the development of GIAPs. The total relative importance of all factors was 100%, and
the ranking was based on relative importance. Analyzing the plot, it can be noticed that
BlaSoil was highly correlated with GIAPs, explaining the relative importance of 11.67%.
The importance score of Tem and EcoSer varied around 4%, while Pre and Sun explained only
about 2% of GIAPs. Many studies say that natural conditions can be a predisposition for
the development of GIAPs [30,64], but not necessarily. From this result, it can be confirmed
that the natural conditions do not act as a decisive factor for promoting GIAPs. With respect
to socioeconomic status, factors that directly reflect the regional economy (e.g., RoadDens
and NTL) had similar predictive power, followed by statistical factors (e.g., PriGDP and
AgrEm). Overall, the importance of socioeconomic status to the development of GIAPs did
not exceed 10%. For agricultural foundation, all six factors played an equally, if not more,
important role in the formation of GIAPs. The most noteworthy issue is that CatOn led
by far the most in contributing 25.35% of this model’s output, followed by 21.93% of the
NumOn and 6.31% of the DisOff, the collective contribution of which to the development
of GIAPs was more than half. This finding shows the determinant of influencing GIAPs
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via market demand, especially online sales factors. Note that the NumEn and NumOff
influenced the outcome least, meaning that offline sales may have a limited role in GIAPs.
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4.2.2. Evaluating the Average and Individual Effect of Factors

In order to better observe the average effect and individual sample variation, we
put the PDP and ICE plots together, as shown in Figure 6. ICE visualizes the forecasted
dependencies of samples for each variable, producing one line for the whole of the PDP
(the grey line) and one fitted curve (the green line). The grey range is the 95% confidence
interval for all samples of ICE, revealing sample heterogeneity.

From the natural conditions category, BlaSoil and SSD had negative effects on GIAPs
as a whole, but Pre, Tem, and EcoSer were diametrically opposite. The partial dependence
of GIAPs is strongly influenced when BlaSoil varied from 0 to approximately 100 km2,
then there was almost no variation in GIAPs when BlaSoil was greater than 1000 km2.
There was a positive correlation with GIAPs when Pre reached from 450 mm to 470 mm,
although having a corresponding decline from 470 mm to 540 mm. Tem manifested two
clear leaps at 6.1 ◦C and 8.8 ◦C. When Sun was less than 2450 h, the longer the sunshine
duration, the fewer GIAPs. The EcoSer showed a positive effect on GIAPs, while when it
reached around 2 billion yuan/km2, this effect slowed down. With respect to socioeconomic
status, the effects of four factors were gentle, especially PriGDP and AgrEm. The effects of
RoadDens and NTL both had a rapid decreasing effect on GIAPs at the initial increase, and
then the effect diminished. As for factors in the agricultural foundation, the effects were
weak and varied less, even though they themselves varied a lot. From market demand,
GIAPs were deeply influenced by offline and online sales, while the number of enterprises
using special GI was only weakly influenced. Along the DisOff, GIAPs exhibited significant
variability with the most active increase occurring at around 1.5~15 km distance from offline
markets, and much lower effects beyond 15 km. NumOn manifested a linear pattern and
reached peaks around 20 online agricultural products, but the effect of the NumOn declined
rapidly when it exceeded 20. Similar to the NumOn, the effect of the CatOn fluctuated
strongly and attained higher values around five kinds of online agricultural products.
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4.2.3. Interpreting the Heterogeneous Effect of Factors on Each Sample

We constructed beeswarm plots, which summarize the overall distribution of SHAP
values for all samples (districts) and the directions of the effects. As showed in Figure 7,
each point represents a SHAP value, which indicates the effect of a factor on a sample;
as the SHAP value of a factor increases, its contribution toward the prediction of GIAPs
increases. The red and green colors indicate low and high values of factors, respectively.
From these plots, we observed that higher CatOn pushed districts to have higher odds of
developing GIAPs (higher SHAP values). However, many districts produced few agri-
cultural products (low values of CatOn), which reduced CatOn’s positive effect on GIAPs.
Similar positive patterns were also seen for EcoSer, Tem, Pre, NumOff, RurPop, AgrEm,
RurRoad, RurLand, and NumEn. The long top tails of several factors, such as CatOn and Tem,
indicated rare risk factors with large effect scales. We also observed that BlaSoil, Sun, Road-
Dens, NTL, Cropland, and PriGDP showed negative relationships with GIAPs. Also, some
factors, such as NumOn, DisOff, RurDig, and RurElect, showed a more complex correlation.
The distribution of NOA indicated that many districts with fewer online agricultural prod-
ucts tended to be labeled with shortage area with GIAPs. But low NumOn values and a
few high NumOn values were interspersed on the positive axis, denoting a non-linear and
complicated impact on GIAPs.
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Figure 7. The SHAP values computed for local explanations.

The heatmap uses hierarchical clustering based on the explanation similarity, which
helps to identify the SHAP value behind the same prediction for different samples.
In our study, all samples were divided by province, and were applied in the heatmap
(refer to Figure 8). Lower factors (from EcoSer to NumEn) have an inferior SHAP value on
the model output. In contrast, the f (x) plot shows the samples where different SHAP values
are observed for the same f (x) value.
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Overall, the top three important factors were Sun, CatOn, and Tem, with heterogeneous
effects. NumOn, DisOff, BlaSoil, and RoadDens were in the second tier of importance.
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Specifically, the SHAP value for Sun was in the upper middle for the samples from the
100th to the 130th, and both sides of the 160th, so it is clear that Sun had a weak contribution
to a part of Jilin province. But in the rest of the samples the value tended to be moderate.
Combined with the ybase results, the overall effect of Sun was weak. BlaSoil was often
considered as a positive factor, however, GI use in Jilin Province, because of the negative
effect of BlaSoil for the samples from the 125th to the 160th, lagged behind the other two
provinces. For the samples after the 240th in Heilongjiang province, BlaSoil had a similar
negative effect, keeping GIAPs well below the ybase. In addition, CatOn had a positive
effect for the samples from the 157th to the 197th in Heilongjiang Province, which kept
the development of GIAPs above the ybase. Such strongly highlighted variation led by
determinants was also observed for NOA as well. The use of GIAPs in 40% of Liaoning
Province (for the samples from the 68th to the 100th) were above the ybase, which was
caused by the positive effect of CatOn and NumOn. And Tem showed a locally positive
SHAP value for the samples in Liaoning, but a slightly negative SHAP value in other areas.
The SHAP value of DisOff was high around the 130th and 200th samples, however, there
was no clear variation in GIAPs of those districts, suggesting a general effect of this factor.
RoadDens and EcoSer did not have a wide range of variation in SHAP values, so their effect
on GI were relatively weak.

5. Discussion

This study aimed at investigating what determinants may enhance or limit the spatial-
ity of local GIAPs. Our results unveil that it is possible to make a multi-factor and fine-scale
evaluation of regions that obtained GI certification, with an interpretable learning approach.
Factor importance suggests that natural conditions and market demand play a significant
role in the development of local GIAPs, socioeconomic status and agricultural foundation
to a lesser extent. In particular, black soil and the opportunity to sell online or offline are
the main drivers for endorsing agricultural products through GI.

In theory, the emergence of GIAPs is foremost tied to the soil, climate, and hydrology
in the environment where they are grown. Especially black soil, which is a typical soil
of the Northeast region, has a high humus content that provides rich nutrients for crops.
By doing so, the black soil produces high-quality agricultural products and local farmers
have made great efforts to develop agriculture. Therefore, a series of natural conditions
including black soil should be the determinants for ensuring the local agricultural product
upgrade to GIAPs. Current utility means of the black soil region are, in fact, not sufficient to
convert themselves into endogenous drivers of developing GIAPs. What is at the bottom of
the result is, on the one hand, that the local villagers are reluctant to change their primitive
cropping patterns concerning the marketing of GIAPs, so black soil is mainly occupied
by food crops, making the cultivation of cash crops limited; but on the other, that the
smallholder farming model of cash crops makes it impossible to create scale, thus making it
difficult to attract investors and buyers. Therefore, black soil has an inverse effect on GI use,
and indirectly spurs economic downturn and population loss. These findings reveal that a
single high-quality, or high-yield bulk plantation does not bring real benefits to farmers,
and the role of contextual conditions is not fully exploited in this case.

Looking at the market factor, we found a positive relationship between GIAPs and
their markets, with more opportunities for online and offline sales, hence more local
GIAPs, but disparities existed among the regions. This is evidenced by examples of
increasing consumer demand for certified products as national educational attainment
and economic opportunities are enhanced, in tandem with public advocacy on safe food.
Because of the tag attribute, GIAPs reduce information inequality in a market economy,
are regarded as a credit product, and make consumers access a product’s information
more easily than searching for product and experiencing a product, thus making it more
popular with consumers from an information economics perspective. Scholars [65,66] have
proved that the certified products with information value and sustainability attributes
have great market potential, and consumers are more enthusiastic after introducing them
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to the market (supermarkets and related formal markets). Furthermore, as a new form
of e-commerce, live streaming has many advantages: producers can push agricultural
products from geographical space to cyberspace, and cultivate fans of products by live
streaming. Meanwhile, feedback from fans can also help improve product quality and brand
value, and promote the upgrading of traditional products to cultural and creative products.
This form has broadened the market for agricultural products and garnered word-of-mouth.

6. Conclusions

In this study we have attempted to provide a comprehensive understanding of the
factors associated with the spatial pattern of GIAPs in district/county units. Exploiting an
interpretability approach that reveals physical mechanisms from black box models such as
the RF algorithm, we simultaneously explored the complex and non-linear role of different
factors.

Beyond suggesting similar conclusions with former research that natural resources,
socioeconomic status, and the agricultural foundation are basic contributors to the GI
use, this study revealed that the determinants of regional propensity of GIAPs are market
demand, including online and offline sales. On the one hand, the advantages of black soil
are not fully exploited under conventional cropping systems. On the other hand, online
and offline sales positively influence the protection of GIAPs. Public demand for high-end
agricultural products is gradually increasing, and public recognition of supermarkets and
live streaming shortens the distance between agricultural products and consumers.

More generally, the lesson learned from the drivers explaining the establishment of
GI allows policymakers to reflect on which determinants may enhance or constrain rural
sustainable development to envisage policy interventions. An integrated diagnosis of the
territorial factor is the starting point to understanding under which conditions agricultural
product-oriented policies, such as GI, are likely to be successful, and, consequently, which
are the structural bottlenecks that should be targeted by policy strategies. We suggest
notably focusing on three key objectives: (1) Developing GI on a local foundation, e.g.,
fertile black soil and high-quality agricultural products. In general, existing or suitable
agricultural products should be the preferred choice for conversion to GI products, rather
than ignoring their own conditions to follow trends. Operating the same crop devalues and
is detrimental to local development. (2) Leveraging regional advantages to stimulate GI to
industry scale. Positive factors, such as market demand and e-commerce factors should
be paid more attention to trigger positive effects on the GI tool. Favorable factors cannot
simply be transferred from one location to another, but need to be carefully adjusted to
different realities. For example, choosing the right promotion approaches according to the
characteristics of the agricultural product and the market base; supporting the e-commerce
of agricultural products by setting up an e-commerce department; or strengthening the
link between the market and the producers to avoid price differences. All in all, local
governments can make use of the positive effects that already exist and allow farmers
to promote GIAPs based on local conditions. (3) Turning unfavorable conditions into
favorable ones. For those areas that are heavily constrained by unfavorable factors, farmers
can choose crops that are better suited to the production conditions of the area to replace
the original ones or use technological means to compensate for certain local conditions.

The analysis in our study can be considered a preliminary step towards a better
understanding of the mechanisms lying behind the spatiality of GIAPs and their actual
functioning. At the same time, applying the interpretable ML approach, this analysis can
be seen as a useful complement to the evidence collected by other GI studies. In this way,
the policy maker can have a more comprehensive view of the policy, being informed about
both general and specific dynamics. Regarding the analysis at a macro scale, multiple
paths are open for future research. There is still the need to refine the study scale from the
broader region into the specific area where GIAPs are grown, considering also potential
GIAPs. Furthermore, the existence of possible differences in the dynamics that GI use has
in different regional contexts could be investigated.
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